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Background: To test the following hypothesis. Initial submaximal tapping at preset
relatively low and high target tapping rates causes a subsequent freely chosen tapping rate
to be relatively low and high, respectively, as compared with a reference freely chosen
tapping rate.
Methods: Participants performed three 3-min bouts of submaximal index finger tapping
on separate days. In one bout (C, considered reference), the rate was freely chosen,
throughout. In another bout (A), initial tapping was performed at a relatively low target
rate and followed by freely chosen tapping. In yet another bout (B), initial tapping was
performed at a relatively high target rate, followed by freely chosen tapping.
Results: At the end of bout A, the rate was 14.6±23.7% lower than the reference value
during bout C (p = 0.023). At the end of bout B, the rate was similar to the rate during bout
C (p = 0.804).
Conclusions: Initial tapping at a preset relatively low target rate caused a subsequent freely
chosen rate to be lower than a reference freely chosen rate. The observation was denoted a
phenomenon of motor behavioural history dependence. Initial tapping at a preset relatively
high target rate did not elicit history dependence.
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high target cadences caused a subsequent freely

Introduction
Recently, a history dependence phenomenon in

chosen cadence to remain in the order of about 5%

cycle ergometer pedalling was reported (Hansen et

low and high, respectively, as compared with a

al., 2021). History dependence can refer to the fact

reference freely chosen cadence (Hansen et al.,

that parts of the human physiology (e.g., one or a

2021).

group of muscles, or the nervous system) and even

Other acute phenomena, which can be

functional aspects of the human (e.g., motor

considered subordinate to history dependence,

behavior or performance) depend on prior muscle

have been reported previously. As an example,

activation (Hansen et al., 2021). Briefly, it was

steady-state isometric force at a preset muscle

observed that the freely chosen cadence during a

length is lower and higher after active shortening

bout of submaximal pedalling depended on the

and active lengthening of a muscle, respectively

preset cadence applied at the beginning of the same

(Abbott & Aubert, 1952; Herzog, 2004). Another

bout. Thus, initial pedalling with relatively low and

example is that performance (e.g., of jumping) is

This is an open access article under the CC BY license.
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enhanced after a conditioning exercise (e.g., in

chosen tapping rate. A confirmation of the

form of squats) (Young et al., 1998), a phenomenon

hypothesis would support that history dependence,

denoted post-activation potentiation (Hodgson et

as previously reported in pedalling, occurs in the

al., 2005). A final example is that freely chosen

obviously different motor activity of finger

tapping rate in a bout of index finger tapping is

tapping, which still shares key characteristics of

increased after a preceding tapping bout and a rest

rhythmicity with ergometer pedalling.

period (Hansen et al., 2015; Mora-Jensen et al.,
2017), a phenomenon denoted repeated bout rate

Method

enhancement.

Subjects

The motor activity of submaximal cycle

A

sample

size

estimation

performed

ergometer pedalling at a freely chosen cadence is

(www.biomath.info/power/prt.htm) in the design

considered

highly

phase of the project resulted in 19 individuals. This

stereotyped and automated, as well as possible to

estimation was based on paired t tests to be

maintain with negligible conscious attention

performed with an alpha value of 0.01 (set

(Hansen, 2015). Different activities, such as

conservatively due to correction for multiple tests),

walking, running, swimming, and finger tapping, at

an expected difference of 6 ± 7% (mean ± standard

freely chosen rate, share several of the mentioned

deviation), and a power of 0.80. Nineteen (10

rhythmicity-generation aspects with ergometer

males, 9 females) healthy and recreationally active

pedalling, although each activity is obviously

individuals (mean ± SD: 1.75 ± 0.11 m, 73.2 ± 15.1

distinct.

kg, 23 ± 3 years) participated in the study. None of

to

be

characterized

as

In order to investigate whether the mentioned
phenomenon

of

motor

behavioural

the participants had any history of neural or

history

musculoskeletal diseases. They were all informed

dependence of freely chosen cadence is unique to

not to consume coffee during the last 3 h before

ergometer pedalling, the present study focussed on

testing. In addition, not to consume alcohol during

a different stereotyped rhythmic activity: finger

the last 24 h before testing. The participants were

tapping, which constitutes a simple and classic

carefully informed about the procedures of the

activity in motor control studies (Sardroodian et al.,

study and the overall aim (“to enlarge our

2016; Shima et al., 2011; Teo et al., 2013; Wing &

knowledge about control of rhythmic movement”).

Kristofferson, 1973).

At the same time, they were kept naïve to the

Therefore, the purpose of the present study was

specific purpose of the study. The reason was to

to test the following hypothesis. Initial submaximal

avoid any particular conscious control of the

tapping at preset relatively low and high target

tapping rate when this was freely chosen. All

tapping rates causes a subsequent freely chosen

participants self-reported that they were right-

tapping rate to be relatively low and high,

handed. Written informed consent was obtained

respectively, as compared with a reference freely

from the participants. The study conformed to the
10
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standards set by the Declaration of Helsinki and the

low tapping rate was individual and deliberately

procedures by The North Denmark Region

controlled by the participant. The relative duration

Committee on Health Research Ethics.

and division of the time periods were inspired by a
previous study with a similar purpose, however,

Apparatus and task

using pedalling as motor activity (Hansen et al.,

The participant was seated and positioned at a table

2021).

according

details

Bout B consisted of 50 s of initial tapping at “a

(Sardroodian et al., 2016), and all tapping was

markedly higher tapping rate than the freely chosen

performed on a smartphone (Hansen et al., 2015)

tapping rate applied in bout C” followed by 130 s

with the index finger of the right hand. In line with

of tapping at a freely chosen rate (as in bout C). As

previous studies, a tapping bout lasted 180 s

in bout A, the participant was informed when the

(Hansen et al., 2015; Sardroodian et al., 2016).

first 50 s had passed. Again, as a result of this

Participants were blinded to information on tapping

method, the relatively high tapping rate was

rate throughout all tapping in the present study.

individual and deliberately controlled by the

to

previously

described

Bout C consisted of 180 s of tapping at a freely

participant.

chosen tapping rate. In order to do so, the

Tapping was performed on an iPhone 10 (Apple

participant was instructed to “tap in a relaxed and

Inc., Cupertino, CA, USA) installed with the app

natural way and apply a preferred rhythm” (Hansen

Tap Beats (version 1.3, Emidio Cunha), which

et al., 2020). It was emphasised that the tapping

counts the number of taps. The number of taps in

was neither supposed to be performed as fast as

every 15-s period was noted to allow for an

possible nor with as high a force as possible.

evaluation of a possible alteration of tapping rate

Rather, it should be comfortable, and the

across time. Subsequently, the number from each

participant was free to think about something else

15-s period was timed by 4 to get the tapping rate

than the actual task during tapping. The rationale

in taps per min for each 15-s period.

for this is that we were particularly interested in the
non-consciously generated tapping rate, which is

Procedure

considered to be highly automated. In addition,

At the attendance, the participant was informed

there was no requirement of a steady rate through

about the procedure. Instruction and physical

the bout.

demonstration of index finger tapping were

Bout A consisted of 50 s of initial tapping at “a

performed by the test leader. No warm up or

markedly lower tapping rate than the freely chosen

familiarisation were performed by the participant,

tapping rate applied in bout C” followed by 130 s

in order to avoid repeated bout rate enhancement

of tapping at a freely chosen rate (as in bout C). The

(Hansen et al., 2015; Mora-Jensen et al., 2017).

participant was informed when the first 50 s had

Each participant reported to the test facility on

passed. As a result of this method, the relatively

three separate test days. Two weeks separated the
11
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three test days. Thus, the entire test period was four

followed by a freely chosen rate (bout B), and a

weeks for each participant. The justification for the

bout of index finger tapping at a freely chosen rate,

two weeks separation is that fourteen days (Hansen

throughout (bout C). Thus, a total of three different

& Ohnstad, 2008) and sixteen days (Hansen et al.,

bouts were performed by each participant in this

2015) have previously been reported to result in a

study. All participants performed bout C at the first

stable baseline of the freely chosen tapping rate.

attendance. The reason was that the target of the

For comparison, another study indicated that only

initial tapping rates in bout A and B were

seven days of separation between test sessions

proportioned relatively to the freely chosen tapping

resulted in an increase of the freely chosen tapping

rate in bout C, which was considered a reference

rate from session to session (Sardroodian et al.,

rate. The other two bouts were performed in

2016).

counterbalanced order. The participants were

A single test session was performed at each of the

informed not to perform any finger tapping, besides

three attendances. The test sessions consisted of an

the three bouts, during the entire test period (Fig.

initial pre-set relatively low target tapping rate

1).

followed by a freely chosen rate (denoted bout A),
an initial pre-set relatively high target tapping rate

Figure. 1. An illustration of the design of the present study.
Note: All participants performed the first tapping bout at freely chosen tapping rate throughout (denoted bout C). The other two bouts consisted of
initial tapping at a rate markedly lower than the freely chosen rate, followed by tapping at freely chosen rate (denoted bout A) - and at an initial
rate markedly higher than the freely chosen rate, followed by tapping at freely chosen rate (denoted bout B). The order of the last two bouts was
counter balanced among the participants.

presented as mean ± SD unless otherwise indicated.

Data analysis
Tests

for

were

Due to the design of the study, where data from two

performed in IBM SPSS 25.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago,

bouts (A and B) were systematically compared

IL, USA). These tests showed that p > 0.05, and the

with data from bout C (considered a reference

data

normally

bout), p < 0.025 (i.e., 0.050/2 - family-wise

distributed. Two-tailed paired Student’s t tests

Bonferroni correction) was considered statistically

were performed in Excel 2016 (Microsoft

significant.

were

normality

therefore

(Shapiro-Wilks)

considered

Corporation, Bellevue, WA, USA). Data are
12
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During bout A, the tapping rate during the last time

Results
The tapping rate as a function of time is

period was lower than during bout C (p = 0.023),

presented in figure 2. It should be recalled that the

which was considered a reference. During bout B,

time is divided into 15-s periods and there was a

the tapping rate during the last time period was

preset relatively low and high target tapping rate

similar to the reference value in bout C (p = 0.804).

during the first 50 s of bout A and B, respectively.

Figure. 2. Tapping rate as a function of time period during the three bouts of tapping.
Note: Data points represent mean values calculated across the group of participants. SD-bars are only shown in one direction for bout A and B.
For bout C, SD-bars are only shown for the first three time periods. Altogether, for the sake of clarity. There was a preset target for the tapping
rate during the first 50 s of bout A and B. Otherwise, tapping rate was freely chosen. *Different from bout C (p = 0.023). ** Different from bout
C (p < 0.001). n = 19.

Figure 3 illustrates tapping rates at the

bout C. Percentage wise, tapping rate at the

beginning (panel A) as well as at the end (panel B)

beginning of bout A was 59.5 ± 16.6% lower than

of the three bouts. A point of the figure is that it

during bout C (p < 0.001). At the end, the tapping

provides further insight into individual aspects of

rate during bout A was still 14.6 ± 23.7% lower

the motor behavioural responses. Thus, both

than during bout C (as stated above). During bout

individual data (coloured, with a distinct colour for

B, the tapping rate at the beginning was 77.8 ±

each individual) and mean data (bold black dashes)

81.9% higher than during bout C (p < 0.001). At

of tapping rates are included in the figure. It is clear

the end, however, the tapping rate during bout B

from the figure that all participants fulfilled our

was similar (+5.4 ± 40.3%, but non-significant, as

intention with the procedure, namely that the initial

stated above) to that during bout C.

tapping rates in bout A and B should be lower and
higher, respectively, than the initial tapping rate in
13
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Figure.3. Tapping rate during the three bouts. Colored data points represent individual data.
Note: Each participant is represented by a separate colour (the same for both panels). Mean values calculated across all participants are presented
by bold black dashes. A dotted line is drawn through the mean value from bout C, which may be considered a mean reference. Panel A contains
data from the beginning of the bouts (value from the first 15-s period). Panel B contains data from the end of the bouts (value from the last 15-s
period). **Different from bout C (p < 0.001). *Different from bout C (p = 0.023). n = 19.

Discussion and Conclusion

higher than other published values (163 taps per

The basic freely chosen tapping rate, of about

min (Mora-Jensen et al., 2017) and 167 taps per

202 taps per min, for the entire group of

min (Hansen et al., 2020)) and lower than yet other

participants (grand mean in bout C), is similar to

data (245 taps per min (Hansen & Ohnstad, 2008)).

some

our

The participants were not the same in all these

laboratory (202 taps per min (Hansen et al., 2015)).

mentioned studies. Still, the characteristics of the

At the same time, the present value is somewhat

participants and the data collection methods were

previously

published

data

from

14
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Therefore,

random

between-sample

amount of research, for the most part in non-human

differences are probably the reason for the

animals, it appears likely to be the case (Bucher et

differences.

al., 2015; Grillner, 2009).

The freely chosen tapping rate has been studied

In the present study, the history of the tapping

for test-retest reliability. In a study by Hansen et al.

rate was altered deliberately. The intervention

(2015), the within-session and between-day

clearly revealed that the freely chosen tapping rate

reliability of the freely chosen tapping rate were

is history dependent – when initial tapping was

almost perfect (reflected by ICC-values above

performed at a preset relatively low rate. It appears

0.80, (Landis & Koch, 1977)). Thus, ICC was 0.98

doubtful that the history dependence of the freely

(p < 0.001) for freely chosen tapping rate in an

chosen tapping rate in the present study should be

initial bout versus a second bout performed 20 min

the result of volitional motor control. Rather, the

later in the same test session. Furthermore, ICC

altered motor output rhythm is suggested to occur

was 0.94 (p < 0.001) for freely chosen tapping rate

unconsciously. This is also in line with the

in the first bout in a test session versus the first bout

suggested considerable spinal importance for the

in another test session performed 16 ± 4 days later.

generation of the type of finger tapping applied.

In addition, freely chosen tapping rate has been

It is not possible, based on the present results,

reported to be steady across a 12-week longitudinal

to determine exactly what caused the history

period, with an average within-individual CI95 of

dependence

13 taps per min across individuals (CI95 ranged

mechanisms can be considered on a theoretical

from 8 to 16 taps per min across individuals)

level based on evidence from animal experiments,

(Hansen & Ohnstad, 2008).

which allow more invasive techniques to be

The

simple,

to

occur.

Still,

rhythmic,

applied. The observed unprompted alteration of the

stereotyped motor output of index finger tapping

freely chosen tapping rhythmicity may be due to

has been suggested to be generated by spinal neural

neuromodulation

networks, termed central pattern generators

neurotransmitter

(CPGs),

supraspinal

neurotransmitters can be elicited with supraspinal

descending drive and sensory feedback (Hansen &

activation of the networks and as a result of sensory

Ohnstad,

For

feedback. For an overview of neuromodulation of

completeness, it should be noted that the existence

CPGs, the reader is referred to an excellent,

of CPGs in humans is difficult to conclusively

previous review (Bucher et al., 2015). In another

prove. However, indirect evidence of their

review article based on results from animal studies,

existence comes from, for example, studies on

it was also suggested that supraspinal input, as well

spinal cord-injured individuals (Calancie et al.,

as sensory feedback, have the potential to alter a

1994; Dimitrijevic et al., 1998) and infants (Yang

CPG’s net state of excitability (Fig. 1 in (Frigon,

et al., 1998). Further, based on a considerable

2017)). Such neuromodulation may be due to the

in

an

2008;

submaximal,

phenomenon

interplay

Shima et

with

al.,

2011).
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effects of excitation (Majczynski et al., 2020;

chosen tapping rate in bout B and C might reflect a

Sanchez & Kirk, 2000) and inhibition (Miller,

kind of ceiling situation. It has been suggested that

2019) caused by neurotransmitters. Perhaps a

spinal neural networks can be considered to be

reduced CPG-mediated freely chosen tapping rate,

balanced as a result of simultaneous increases in

at the end of bout A, in that way was a result of net

excitation and inhibition (Berg et al., 2019). The

inhibition of the CPGs involved in the generation

present results might reflect that such a balance of

of the rhythmic motor activity due to the

the involved networks was only tipped when the

volitionally tamed motor activity at the beginning

initial preset target tapping rate was relatively low,

of the bout. As an alternative, the reduced freely

as in bout A. Regarding some alternative possible

chosen tapping rate might be a result of a reduced

explanations for the observed results, it cannot be

supraspinal descending tonic drive to the CPGs (De

excluded that fatigue (in bout B) and an altered

Luca & Erim, 1994). A combination of the two

perception of the task to “tap in a relaxed and

described scenarios could also have occurred.

natural way and apply a preferred rhythm” (in the

Of interest, the present results obtained from

second part of bout A and B) might have played a

finger tapping deviated to some extent from

role.

previous observations of a history dependent freely

At the end of bout A, which began at a preset

chosen cadence in ergometer pedalling (Hansen et

relatively low target tapping rate, the freely chosen

al., 2021). Thus, while both initial preset low and

tapping rate at the end of the bout was about 15%

high target cadences resulted in history dependence

lower than the reference value of freely chosen

during pedalling, only a relatively low initial preset

tapping rate during bout C. For comparison, the

target tapping rate caused history dependence

previous pedalling cadence study (Hansen et al.,

during finger tapping in the present study. The

2021) showed only a 5% lower freely chosen

reason for this difference can only be speculated

cadence at the end of the bout, which began at a

upon. However, cervical CPGs, which we

preset relatively low target cadence. However, it

presumed are involved in finger tapping, are

should be noted that initially in the present tapping

considered to be more excitable than lumbosacral

bout A, the tapping rate was about 60% lower than

CPGs (Deliagina et al., 1983; Duysens & Forner-

in bout C. In the previous pedalling cadence study,

Cordero, 2019; Kiehn, 2006), which we presume

the corresponding initial difference was less;

are involved in pedalling. Perhaps a higher basic

namely about 31%. It is possible that the magnitude

state of excitability of neural networks involved in

of the difference between an initial preset target

the generation of finger tapping, as compared to

movement rate and a reference freely chosen

pedalling, was the reason why freely chosen finger

movement rate plays a role for the subsequent

tapping rhythmicity was unaffected by an initial

magnitude of history dependence.

preset high target tapping rate. In other words, the

A limitation of the present study is that all

absence of a difference between the final freely

participants started with bout C and subsequently
16
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performed bout A and B (in counterbalanced

data analysis, and data interpretation. The

order). Thus, an order effect cannot be entirely

participants are thanked for their effort.

excluded. The reason for that particular design is
the following. In a pilot experiment, we had
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